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Pinedale, Wyoming: Guide to Downtown Character
Introduction
This Architectural Character Guide is a supplement to the Pinedale Downtown
Master Plan completed in the Fall of 2011. The document presents the
predominant architectural styles and elements that define the urban fabric of
downtown Pinedale. It is intended to foster a pride in Pinedale’s unique and
authentic downtown while promoting a community-wide preservation ethic.
The document is NOT a regulatory device. Rather, it details the characteristics
that make downtown Pinedale distinctive. The Character Guide has three
sections:
– Architectural Styles – the three predominant styles that define
downtown Pinedale
– Architectural Elements – the primary architectural elements that make
up the individual architectural styles.
– Design Principles – broad based design goals that can help guide the
perpetuation of distinctive architectural styles and elements.
The Character Guide is an informative tool to be used by the Main Street
organization to advise property owners and promote a dialogue on good urban
design. It can also be used as a tool to help administer façade grants for
downtown projects.
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ARCHITECTURAL STYLES

Pinedale Character: Western Style
The American West style common in
Wyoming’s early days is still dominant
in Pinedale today. The architecture
tells the story of the land and the
people. It is simple and practical,
influenced by the ranching way of life
and rural culture. Often designed and
built on site, the hand-crafted
architecture reflects the boom town
era and is identified by false front
facades, high parapets, wooden
awnings on columns, locally found
materials, and rough-hewn
craftsmanship, The style has become
synonymous with the narrative and
legends of the Old West.
In most Wyoming communities,
continued prosperity after the early
settlement boom resulted in these
buildings being replaced by modern
brick construction. Likely due to the
lack of railroad and continued
ranching lifestyle, Pinedale still retains
much of this early character and
Western authenticity.
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Pinedale Character: Roadside Style
Another unique type of architecture
commonly found in Pinedale is the
American Roadside style. Like
western architecture, this style is
identified with a particular era in
American history. In Wyoming, it
developed with the growth of
automobile use, and was typically
tourism-focused as the rest of the
country sought out beautiful scenery
and western culture.
The style is identified by large signs
and neon intended to get the
motorist’s attention. It is typically
found in motor courts, diners, and and
gas stations. Pinedale has a number
of examples from the 20’s to the 50’s,
ranging from the U-shaped Log Cabin
motel, to the Patio Grill diner attached
to a service station.
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Pinedale Character: Contemporary Western
The third predominant architectural
style in Pinedale is Contemporary
Western. Unlike “westernized”
structures that mimic architecture
of the Old West, these buildings
borrow design elements from
Wyoming’s early architecture, and
apply them to more contemporary
interpretations.
Buildings like the Rocky Mountain
Bank and Sublette County Visitor
Center incorporate local materials
like wood and stone, into
contemporary variations with high
stepped parapets, wood awnings
over the sidewalk, and board and
batten façades.
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ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS

Roof Shape, Parapet Walls, & False Fronts
Perhaps the most common
architectural element of
American West
architecture is the frame
false fronts that have little
or no detailing. The large
parapet walls typically hide
gable-end roofs, and are
intended to give buildings
a larger look. When
constructed during
Wyoming’s early boom,
these buildings were
simple and inexpensive,
and gave the appearance
of a prosperous town.
Other roof shapes
commonly found are the
front-gable buildings, often
with deep overhangs and
brackets.
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Materials
Historically, Pinedale’s
buildings were constructed
with with materials that locals
could take from the land.
Frame wood and stone
structures were often
designed and built on site
with materials hand crafted
during construction. Log
cabins and commercial
buildings were erected using
locally cut trees with corner
notching and chinking. Other
buildings have board &
batten or simple clapboards.
Buildings were often
highlighted with stone
foundations and columns.
The materials and
construction methods define
the simple and rustic design.
This character has continued
to this day with new and
contemporary buildings.
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Awnings & Overhangs
One of the more character
defining elements of
Wyoming boom town
architecture is the wood
awning built over the
storefront and sidewalk.
These structures add little
detail to the façade, but
are also functional as they
shield the customer from
the elements. During the
winter, their slant diverts
snow away from the
building while in the
summer, they keep the
sidewalk and building cool.
These canopies are built of
wood, often with shingled
or metal roofs supported
by wood columns. Some
wood columns have stone
bases.
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Signage
Pinedale’s downtown has
a number of excellent
examples of neon signs
common during the era of
automobile based tourism
of the 20s to 50s. These
roadside signs were
designed to draw
maximum attention to the
establishment. In Pinedale,
they are seen on touristbased uses uses such as
motor courts, eateries,
bars, and motels.
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Storefronts
Pinedale’s commercial
buildings have distinct
storefronts that while simple,
are similar in design to
typical turn-of-the-century
commercial architecture.
This generally includes a
central entryway flanked on
either side by large display
windows. These large
windows are functional in
that they allow for the display
of goods, while also allowing
natural light into the building.
Most entryways are flush,
while others have a recessed
doorway with additional
windows. Newer roadside or
contemporary buildings have
more window space, and
many of downtown’s
commercial buildings have
stone bulkheads supporting
the display windows.
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Site Design & Features
The majority of downtown
Pinedale buildings are
oriented towards Pine
Street, and are built out to
the sidewalk. Similarly,
downtown has wide
sidewalks, landscaped
bump outs, and crosswalks
delineated by colored
concrete. These design
elements create a
pedestrian scale and
environment conducive to
walking.
Pine Street is a wide
street, with parallel parking
in front of businesses.
Side streets have pull in
parking perpendicular to
the sidewalk.
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Public Spaces
Pinedale has great public
spaces, whether it be the
American Legion Park,
plaza space in front of the
Sublette County Visitor’s
Center, or even the interior
courtyard at the Sublette
County Library. The
community also has
attractive public art, most
notably the statue of the
Mountain Man in front of
the Visitor’s Center. There
are also wildlife statues in
the public realm, artistic
murals, and creative
signage.
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Design Principles
1. Scale

The scale of buildings in downtown is predominantly one
story, with a few examples of two stories. Buildings should
generally reflect this smaller scale as well as that of
adjacent structures, with the potential for larger buildings to
occur on corner sites.

2. Materials

Pinedale’s materials are typically native wood and stone.
Construction methods for exterior façades include board &
batten, clapboards, and log construction. New and
improved buildings can reflect this with similar treatments.

3. Form

Downtown buildings should have simple designs that
extend to roof and façade forms. Roofs generally have flat
or stepped parapet walls, with some examples of frontgabled structures, while upper façades have little or no
detailing.
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Design Principles
4. Storefronts

Storefront entrances should address the sidewalk, with
windows for the display of goods and services. Many
storefronts in Pinedale have smaller display windows, as
well as wooden awnings over the storefront and sidewalk.

5. Architectural
Elements

Architectural detailing on buildings in downtown Pinedale
should be simple in nature, reflecting the existing building
pattern. Accents are often incorporated into building
designs with a change in materials, and particularly with
the use of metal.

6. Orientation

Downtown buildings should be oriented towards the street,
with the front entry addressing the sidewalk, and utility and
accessory uses to the rear. Corner buildings can be
setback in an effort to incorporate open space
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Design Principles
7. Site Design

On site parking if provided, should be incorporated into the
side or rear of the site. Pedestrian scaled amenities,
landscaping, and open space should be encouraged.

8. Contemporary
Design

Contemporary design that reflects the character of
Pinedale and the western style should be encouraged.
Innovative architecture such as the Sublette County Library
addition are appropriate when they reflect the scale and
character of the downtown fabric. New buildings should be
differentiated from historic architecture.

9. Historic
Preservation

While other Wyoming communities have lost most of their
early boom town architecture, or have attempted to
recreate it, Pinedale has retained it’s authentic American
West character. The preservation of Pinedale’s historic
architecture is strongly encouraged.
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Design Principles
10. Public Spaces

Public spaces are encouraged in Pinedale and should be
designed to maximize activity, while connecting the various
public assets in the community.
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Resources for Technical Information
Local

Town of Pinedale Planning & Zoning – www.townofpinedale.us. 307.367.4136
210 West Pine Street, Pinedale WY, 82941
Sublette County Historical Society – www.mmmuseum.com/membership. 307.367.4101
Museum of the Mountain Man. 700 East Hennick Street, Pinedale WY, 82941

Wyoming

Wyoming State Historic Preservation Office – www,wyoshpo.state.wy.us. 307.777.7697
Alliance for Historic Wyoming – www.historicwyoming.org. 307.333.3508

National

Natural Park Service Cultural Resources – www2.cr.nps.gov
National Trust for Historic Preservation – www.nationaltrust.org
National Trust Main Street Center – www.mainstreet.org
National Park Service Preservation Briefs – www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs.htm
Illustrated Guide for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings – www.nps.gov/hps/tps/tax/rhb/guide.htm
National Register of Historic Places – www.nps.gov/nr
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